Brasil & Argentina

OCT 6-19

After our very successful tour in 2015, we are repeating this tour for those who missed out.
With plenty of new contacts and very good ramp tours, we hope to repeat the last tour and
hope to get a factory tour at Embrear, plus many more FBO visits.
FRI 6 Depart from LHR by BAW B773 overnight to BUENOS AIRES.
SAT 7 After clearing immigration, we have visits to EL PALOMAR and MORON (including the museum)
We then arrive at our hotel at AEROPARQUE, which is at the end of the runway and within walking distance.
SUN 8 We have the entire day free at Aeroparque airport. We will do our best to arrange a tour here.
MON 9 We depart from our hotel and have short stops at various aircraft around the city, then visit SAN
FERNANO. We will also make a stop at the Tecnopolis exibition center. We get to EZEIZA airport for our
evening TAM flight to RIO GALEAO. We clear immigration and transfer to our hotel at Santos Dumont
TUE 10 Today we spend the morning at GIG, then visit the museum at AFONSAS and the GA airport of
JACAREPAGUA. Last stop is SANTOS DUMONT, where our hotel is situated, a short walk from the airport.
WED 11 We hope to have an airport tour in the morning, before our lunchtime flight to SAO PAULO
CONGONHAS. We walk to our hotel, which is across the road from the terminal and has amazing views of
the airport, overlooking the runway threshold.
.THU 12 We have the whole day free to watch movements from our rooms. If we can arrange an airport tour,
we will visit the airport in the afternoon.
,
.FRI 13 After breakfast we travel to MARTE airport, then spend the rest of the afternoon at GUARULHOS.
SAT 14 Relaxing morning in the hotel before walking to the terminal for our lunchtime flight to BRASILIA. We
spend the afternoon on the viewing deck at this busy time and transfer to our hotel, across from the terminal.
SUN 15 Full ramp tour of the airport followed by time on the viewing deck. Afternoon flight to BELO
HORIZONTE and we have some time watching arrivals before our transfer to nearby Airport hotel.
MON 16 Full ramp tour of PAMPULHA airport. Then we drive back to CONFINS airport for the afternoon and
our evening flight to Sao Paulo. Again we stay at the Congonhas hotel.
TUE 17 We drive to SAO JOSE DOS CAMPOS home of Embraer. We hope to get a tour here, if not we will
drive the perimeter and visit the airport GA area. In the afternoon we drive to Campinas and the 2 airports.
First we visit AMARAIS, then VIRACOPES (home to AZUL and various cargo airlines) Our hotel is here.
WED 18 We drive back south VIA JUNDAI and SOROCABO airports, then finally back to Guarulhos. We
check-in for our late evening flight back to the UK by BAW B777, arriving the next day.

Cost: £ TBA

Deposit: £390

Single room: £395

Includes: All flights & taxes, Ground transportation, Local Guides, 11 nights hotel (Bed and Breakfast)
Limited to 30 passengers

